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.Election May be Halted
Commission Vows fo go Ahead with Original Plans
A court order halting the (Australian ballot). "There seems
ASUNM election may be . to be no consistency in ASUNM
forthcoming as Jerry Herrera, government •.•. One election
attorney general, reasserted his utilize$ a rotational ballot (paper
opinion yesterday of ballot),. another election utilizes
unconstitutionality on two points voting machines with names in
fixed order and another election
concerning the election.
Election Commission utilizes comp~ters with names at ·
spokesmen, thus far, are vowing random,"
John Menucucci, an ASUNM
to go ahead with original plans.
Herrera wrote in his opinion of Senator and member of the
April 9 the two-day election and Elections Commission, said the
failure to draw for ballot po$itions computerstobeUl~edintheApl'il
axe unconstitutional. He also 2 4 • 2 5 e 1 e c t i o n w o u 1 d
stated he believes the automatically randomize the
computerized voting is names. '~Every packet of ballots
constitutional, but not practical. would contain cards with the
Herrel'a yesterday further names in a different order. It
explained his opinion: "Nowhere
in the American governmental
system is there a provision for
two-day elections, whether they
be municipal, county, state or
United States offices. The
ASUNM Constitution does not
One vice presidential and four
provide for the president to senatorial candidates in the Spring
declare any set number of days in ASUNM election have been
any student government declared ineligible to run by the
election."
Elections Commission.
This statement was apparently
The five ate David ·Bruer,
aimed at ASUNM President Ken currently an ASUNM senator,
White, who revealed Sunday he Robert Cunningham, Jerry
had asked the Commission for a Sanders, Beverly Vaughn and
two-day election.
Clark Elliott.
.. A two-day election," Hel.'reru
3 7 candidates remain in
continued, <•could prove contention for the two top
disasterous for the candidates administrative positions and 10
·
should confidential information Senate seats. The election is
leak out. Furthermore, if we have scheduled April 24·25.
a two-day election to have a
better voter turnout, then why
don't we have a two week election
or a two-month election?"
He said even though a two-day
A Hinged Wonder
election was held last fall,
ASUNM Senate candidates
No. I am so~. you .;u:oe WJ"ong~ the above picture is not rc~eived !es'> than half the number
one of those tricKY distorted perspective pictures that show of votes than in the one day
WASHINGTON {UPt)-The
election last spring. He
up in beghming psychology texts.
United States and more than 70
recommended
i£
people
want
The door will presumably be attached to its frame. They
more time to vote, the time can other nations signed a treaty
were temporarily disassociated while the frame was moved be
extended to 8 a.m. until 7 Monday to ban the weapons of
germ warfare. Both Pl'esident
from one part of the wall to another as part of an overall p.m., like the federal election.
rennovation of the Computing Center.
He states the Constitution ealls Nixon and Soviet President
for a ballot on which the Nikolai V. Podgorney used the
candidates are rotated occasion to urge even broader
disarmament.
In ceremonies here and in
London and Moscow, the
signatory countries agreed to halt
development, production and
stockpiling of biological and tox:in
weapons, and to destroy existing
stocks.
A closed hearing for five persons charged Decker, 23; Thomas A. Walker, 23; Michael
Signing for the United States
were Secretary of State William P.
with assault in connection with an attack on J. Mercer, 22 ..
and Ambassador James F.
All five except Mercer are currently Rogers
a UNM fraternity house last March 11 will
Leonard.
students. The charges ask that the four
be held April 13.
The treaty, approved last
students be expelled if found guilty and that September in Geneva by the
The decision to hold the hearing was Mercer, a former student, be denied
Committee on Disarmament, will
made by the University Student Standards readmission if found guilty.
come into force when it is fully
Committee at a preliminary hearing held on
The charges are being filed by Armand ratified by 22 or the signing
April 6 at which attorneys for the Carlan, president of SAE fraternity, and nations including the United
States, Britain and the Soviet
defendants appeared.
Lanny Rominger~ Carian charges that the Union.
The five persons are: Bradley R. Bramer, men broke into the fraternity house and
Attending the sigrting at the
21; Thomas M. Connelly" 23; Michael J. assaulted eight fraternity members.
State Department, Nixon said in a

Five OfficeSeekers
Declared Ineligible

.•

wouldn't favor any candidate," he
said.
"After talking," Herrer~ said,
"with computer programmer and
vice presidential candidate Glenn
Fishblne, he h1formed me that
there are about eight different
ways for rigging a computer in the
election not only makir.g the
two-day election possibly very
hazardous to the candidates b~t
also detrimental to ASUNM. And
unless a definite order of
candidates is run, whether ballot
positions or rotational, this also
co~ld prove detrimental to the
sincere candidate.••
ASUNM Elections Commi11sion
Chairman Mike Merrill said,
"Candidates will draw ballot
positions at the nE!xt candidate's
meeting. The names will appear
on the ballot according to how
the candidates draw for them."
Mcnu.cucci said the El~ctions
Commission, as far as he knew,
would continue with their plans.
About the only way the
Commission could be stopped
would be through a court order,
he continued.
ccl'd hate to delay the election.
I don't think the Commission
would," he said.
Whit.e has had trouble with
appointees to the Commission
with· a minimum of three out of
five positions filled; under the
ruling ot quorum all three
members must agree unanimously.

Biological Treaty Signed;
Nixon Attends Ceremony

Five Persons Charged

SAE Hearing S'et /or April13

I

,,

btief speech that "each nation of
the world must renounce the use
of force and aggression against
other nationsH and encourage
other countries to do the same.
He said the treaty "help& make
the world safer for us all. u
But the President added,
". , . We must recognize also that
more needs to be done to achieve
our goal: not just to limiting arms,
but of ending the threat ot war
which hangs over the world."
ln Moscow, Podgorny urged
abolition of chemical wartnrc also 1
and said: "Signing the conventionf
our country expresses its firm
determination to continue its
efforts toward limiting the arms
race, including sttategic arms." He
urged other nations to follow suit.
Secretary General Kurt
Waldheim of the United Nations,
which in December endorsed the
treaty on a 110-0 vote with one
abstention, said in a statement
issued through .his New York
office that the pact is "a solid
development in the disarmament
field reflecting the interest of aU
mankind."

Beer Cans

(3 Bags Full)
Collected Mon.
Tl'he first day Ql operation ur
four recyclirtg collection units
on campus netted "three
garbage bags of beer cans from
one guy," a spokesrrtah for the
recycling project told the Daily
Lobo late yesterday.
Mem~rs or the t::!nvironment
study classes that organi~ed th~
collection project handed out
metal detectors, small squares
that indicate whether a can is
steel or aluminum.
"tf it sticks (to the can) it
jsn't aluminum'' is the W"Y one
worker described it.
The units will take glass,
aluminum, iron and paper.
The trailers will be located
in front of t.a Posada, between
Orte~a and Mitchell Halls, on
the Ma II and near the
southwest corner of Mesa Vista
ttnd Buena Vista Blvds.
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WASIIINOTON (UPI)-Defense
Secretary Melvin R. Laird said
Monday the United States is
reinforcing its air and naval units in
Indochina as insurance againat a
Communist takeover of South.
Vietnam. But the Pentagon insisted
no additional.ground troops would
be committed.
President Nix.on 1 in what officials
interpreted as criticism of Russian
shipments of heavy war equipment
to North Vietnam, urged the world's
major powers not to encourage
aggression by other nations.
Laird 1 in a speech to the Defense
Advisory Committee on Women in
the Services, did not specify what
types gf equipment or what numbers

a friend

editorial

Take It to Court
The current quarrel at ASUNM about whether or not
procedures for the upcoming elections are constitutional
should be taken to Student Court, and taken as soon as
possible.
The diametrically opposed stances of ASUNM Attorney
General Jerry Hen-era, and Elections Commission Chairman
Mike Men-ill simply cannot be resolved any other way.
Herrera has ruled 2·day elections are unconstitutional.
Merrill is proceeding with a 2-day election. Unless the issue is
settled in the Student Court before the election, the results
will undoubtedly be challenged on those grounds.
Herrera has ruled not drawing for ballot positions is
unconstitutional. Merrill argues the computer system will
sufficiently rotate the ballot listings to be equitable to all
candidates. However, the exact programming procedure to
assure that rotation has not yet been outlined.
The issues raised in both rulings are sufficiently important
to have them decided one way or the other by the Court. If
both sides Gontinue to announce their opposing positions
without arbitration it will jeopardize the validity of this
election, confuse future elections and mystify the student
body once again as to how the ASUNM government manages
to function at all,

I

I
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bema~Administrators Ask. Wrong Questions
By ANTHONY SILVA
In the March 6 issue of the
N .M. Daily Lobo, a study by
William Huber, Dean of the
University College, reveals that
ACT scores of UNM students have
been going down while the
average GPA's of UNM students
have been going up.
Morris Hendriekson, director of
institutional research, in a letter
to Chester Travelstead, vice
president for academic affairs,
notes the drop in ACT's and rise
in GP A's and sL\tes "If we are
going to take in more and more
poorly prepared students (mostly
from minority groups), we have to
go easy on them at first tv keep
them in school and give them a
chance,"
In effect, what Hendrickson is
saying is (1) the drop in ACT's is
attributable to the increase in the
number of minvrity group
students, who are presumably
inherently less intelligent, and (2)
the rise in GPA's is attributable to
professors grading minority group
students ea.sier than non•miuority
students. In other words, what
Hendrickson is subtly
recommending is that UNM not
tlnroll minority students.
According to this propaganda, the
non·admi•.:ion or minority group
stt;ilMtt~ W'lU!~. ap~rentl:y, solve
the "problem" of low AUl''s and
rising GPA's.
In response to Hendrickson's
ritst charge, I wish to point out
that there hliS been no significant
rise in minority student
enrollment, For example, the
ratio <:'f Chicano students
continues to be a shameful15 per
Cl!nt ot the UNM · ttndergraduate
student population (six per cenl;
at the graduate level) instead of
.0 per cent, which is the
,Jroportion of Chicanos in the
state. 'l'hus, it can hardly be said
that minority group students are
responsible for the lower ACT's.
In response to Hendrickson's
second charge that minority

students are graded easier, I made
a survey asking a number of
professors if they graded minority
group students easier than
non-minority group students. Not
one professor interviewed said he
graded minority group students
easier. It may be that the
professors sampled were not as
representative as Hendrickson's
sample (if indeed be interviewe4
any professors at all).
Instead of two of UNM's top
administrators-Huber and
Hendr ickso n-spe c u lating
(attributing the drop in ACT's and
rise in GPA's to minority group
students without supporting
data), I wott.ld like to suggest that
they spend their tirne collecting
data which could be used in the
discussion of University-wide
issues which this university has
not faced up to. One reason _for
the lack of discussion and
resolution of issues may be that,
up to this point, there has been no
formal mechanism for the
discussion of issues. Hopefully,
the- utrwly lornied tJnivcr::it:l
Forum will provide this avenue.
Huber and Hendrickson could
collect data which could be used
in the discussion ot the following
issues:
ACT Scores
~what is the average ACT
pereentile score ot the UNM
student body as compared to all
universities in the country?
-If we wish to establish an
average UNM ACT percentile
scorE!, what shall it be?
~What do today's authorities in
the field of testing have to say
about the AC'l''s? For example,
-Are the ACT's valid for
students from low·income
tamilies?
-Are the ACT's valid for
studehts from small rural high
schools?
-Are the AC'l''s valid for
at ud cnts from ghetto high
schools?
~Are the ACT's valid for
<
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of men would compose the.
reinforcements. But he said ~'they
are the additional needed insurance
showing the determination of the
·United States'' that the current
North Vietnamese offensive will not
topple the Saigon government.
Nixon, with Soviet Ambassador
Anatoly F, Dobrynin sitting by
poker faced at a ceremony to sign a
trflaty banning germ ·warfare, said
«each nation of the world must
renounce the use of force and
aggression against other nations."
Then he added, "we must also
recognize another proposition, and
that is that a great responsibility
particularly rests upon the great
powers,. that every great power must

~\t!f~Mf:JJ&im1Zf~:*%£@mf£%f£~g.;tr~~ft1ti~EiWir-S~z~w!~11~:]f:~JJrX21W~~ifMt&i:t:~;??U;1$~f%tilf.W£;1~

r~l Sports Fee End Demanded,
;c) GS AC S
~t~
._
ays 'No Benefi t '
By MARK SANCHEZ
With 16 of 24 members voting
last night, GSAC demanded
''graduate students and law
students not b(l required to pay
mandatory athletic fees."
The resolution argued since
"mosL lf•'a.duate st;.;<knt:; do not
regularly attend athletic
functions; and some of this
money is allocated to spectator
sports rather than participatory
sports, which means it does not
.dh:cctly benefit any graduate
students," graduate students
would end up being better off by
buying a season ticket for one
particular sport.
"Even those graduate students
who do attend athletic functions
wHl be saving money," the
resolution added.
Introduced by Kathleen
McNerney, the resolution is the
itrst action taken by a student
government at UNM on the fee
question. ASUNM has put the
question of mandatory athletic
fee on the spring referendum.
It was brought up at the

i;t{

~1

\i

meeting that there were fears even

'
follow the principle that it should
not encourage directly or indirectly
any other nation to use force or
armed aggression against one of its
neighbors."
White House Press Secretary
Gerald L. Warren said Nixon's
remarks were directed "at the world
at large." But other officials said
they were aimed directly at the
Kremlin and its supply to the North
Vietnamese of some of the war
equipment now being used in
HanoPs powerful Spring offensive.
These officials said it was "no
accident" that the President made
the remarks at the signing ceremony
and in the presence of the Soviet
Ambassador,

·~--·-·------~----

State Department spokesman
Robert J. McCloskey, asked if the
United States had officially objected
to the Soviet shipments .Qf war
materials, replied, "not to my
knowledge."
:Pentagon spokesman Jerry W.
Friedheim declined to expand on
Laird's statement, but he denounced
reports that more U.S. ground forces
would be sent to Vietnam.
HThe only movement of ground
personnel are those personnel
comtng from Vietnam/' said
Friedheim. He said that about 5000
troops have retutned from Vietnam
in the past week, reducing U.S. troop
strength there to 90,000.

Daley Organization Challenged
By Chicago Civil Rights Leaders

in the physical education

WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
dtlpartment that sports Wete uncommitted delegation from
moving more toward Chicago that Mayor Richard J.
professionalism, D. H. Jensen, Daley hoped to lead to the
representing the PE department Democratic National Convention
argued a major step in controlling was challang~d Monday by the
the tr-e-nd of ('Of~.,ge athletics Rev. Jess~ Jackwn· and others as
toward professionalism was having unrepresentative of the city'~>
somycontrol over the budget.
Democratic voter$.
During the discussion of the
The action was filed with the
):tlsolu.tion, Tom Cooper, Democratic National Convention
representing the College of Fine Credentials Committee. The Daley
.Arta 11tated he was "distressed" at organization was accussed of 12
the situation, "This is supposed to violations of new party rules
be an institution of higbel:" governing conduct of the selection
learning." It distresses me we process and representation of
don't pay people to learn. We pay minoritie~.
people to play."
Ten challengers, including
The rcsoh\tion does not compel Jackson, Al Raby and other
t.he athletic department or the Chicago civil rights leaders,
admini.~tration to do anything.
suggested one remedy would be
Jim O'Neill, chairman of the for the committee to order
council, noted however much of anoth~r primary in the eight
the evening's discussion centered Chicago districts whose entire
around the measute anyway.
delegations were challenged.
Jensen brought out the
The challenge said the
possibility of minor spoJ:t$ being
done away with "from the
bottom up" as funds were cut
Zoll Speaks
.trf.> m t~w athletic department,
Donald A. ~oll
mostly from the ski team.
professor of po.litical
Charlie Trowbridge from the
science at Arizona State
department or philosophy
U nivcrsity will speak
countered, "let the football team
tonight
at 8 in the Kiva on
support the ski team." He added
"Liberalism: the Failure of
he
didn't
think
GSA
"should
be
in
Aprl! 25 is the deadline for
Nerve.''
voter registration in New Mexico the business of funding college
athletics."
before the June primary, but
those registered as Independents
will be ineligib1e to vote, :•u•a,•t~•••••tt••n•••n•••~~-·•-••••u•••••••utuu••n••••••uta~ta••••••••u•••u••••••••••u•n••••n••n•n",:J
Sebastian Ramirez, NM Front
Lash director, said yesterday.
Registration will be held in. the
Union that closing date.
Front Lash is an organization
w hi c h press e d for the
18·20-year·old vote in '67, and is
currently eonducting voter e
i
registration drives in most states.
Front La$h seeks to register the
young, minority, low income
level, and labor factions. It has
presently r~gistered about ~= .·
available on campus at
one·third the national student
American Bank of
vote, and 75 per cent or the
eligible voters at UNM, Ramirez §
Commerce in the S.U.B.
E
$aid.
for information on your bus route call 842-7830
He added be is involved in a · ~
t:oalitlon formed from individu::!! o;,,,.,,,.,,..,,.,., •.,.,.,u,t,.,,,,,.,,,,.~,-.ruu~~~~·""n••~•uu''•''••••u•11••••u•••••••••••••••rr••h••=
groups in the state who are doing
the same thing. "But they are all
out for their own interests!'
He has also instigated a
registration hotline, whereby
p(!ople who can't make it to the
places to register, may w;:all and
Magnesium frame
• have a registrar come to them.
Turn but:kle adjust·
Anotlter problem hll$ been in
!'ddded shoulders and
providing these places itl the
11
Waist strap, Reg. $27.99
•
Valley. 'l'here are places set up in
Winrock shopping center and
Furr's supermarkets, but none in
the Valley. He said he plarts to use
a van in areas not covered and let
those people know when they can
register.

uncommitted Chicago delegation
was shy by nine blacks, five
Latin•Americans, 23 women and
13 persons 3 0 yeaJ:s old or
younger.
'l'he challenged delegates have
10 days to reply before the
national eommittee sets a hearing,
probably in Chicago, to judge
f&cts in the case.
Other challenges have been
rnade in Illinois and in other
state~;, but none of the magnitude
of the Daley delegation, which
makes up more than a third of the
160 delegates from Illinois
allowed at the convention.
Of the remaining delegate;.;, 23
from outside Chicago were
uncommitted and under Daley's

leadership, 59 were cho:;en for
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie
(D·Maine), and 14 for Sen. George
.s. McGovern (D·S.D.).

BOOKS
BOOKS, BOOKS
--~

ume PROFc~
BOOKCfNTER

FAIR PLAZA
I

LOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.E.
Open Mon.-fri. I Oom-9 prn •
J
om-S pm
Sun. lpm-6 pm

~~· tO
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Thinking about su·mmer

-Voter Registration
For June Primary
Conducted in Union

students whose principal language of New Mexico residents from the state?
counties othet than Bernalillo
-What is the proportion of
is not English?
Indian students at UNM and how
-Should the administration of who enroll at UNM?
-If UNM does make the does that compare with the
the ACT's be continued?
commitment. to recruit from the proportion of Indian citizens of
Rise In GPA's
-To what degree is the higher other 31 counties, is it willing to the state?
GPA due to the new policy which commit the necessary resources to
-What is the proportion of
allows a student 12 weeks instead a deliberately planned recruiting black students at UNM and how
of four weeks to withdraw with a effort?
does that compare with the
Enrollment of Low-Income
"W" from a course in which he is
proportion of black residents in
failing?
Students at UNM
the state?
-To what degree is the higher
-What is the proportion of
-If the proportions of minority
GP A due to the new policy of an students ftom low-income families students is less than that reflected
Incomp\ete (I) femaining an I (regardless of ethnic background) in the three minority groups in
instead of reverting to a grade of · enrolled at UNM as compared to the state, does UNM, a~; a public
F if the required work is not the number of coiiege-age youth tax-supported institution, have a
completed within a prescribed from low·income families in the commitment to increase its
period of time?
state?
enrollment of students from the
- I f the proportion of various minority groups to reflect
-To what degree is the higher
GP A due to the new policy which low-income students js less Hum tl1eir composition in the t;t.ate's
permits a .student to have a course that reflected in the state's population?
each semester (usually it is a population, does UNM have a
-If UNM decides that it does
course in which the student does commitment to increase the have a commitment to increase
not e11;pect to do well) graded on a proportion of students from the number of students from the
CR/NC basis instead of on a letter low-ineome families to the state's minority groups to reflect
grade basis?
proportion of low-income nersons their .numbers in the state, is it
in the state?
•
willing to act on that
UNM Drop·Out Rate
-What is the UNM drop-out
-·If it is decided that UNM does commitment?
rate?
have a commitment to increase
-rr UNM decides to cal'ft out
-How dl)es thi<~. drop-out rate the number of low-income its commitment to increase the
compare with other institutions? students, does it wish to act on number of minority &tudent.s, will
-If UNM's drop-out rate is that commitment?
the University commit; its human
-If UNM decides to increase and financial resources to the
unusually high, why is this?
-If UNM's drop-out rate is the number of students from de liberate recruitment of these
exceptionally high, does UNM low-income families, will the students?
wish to commit human and university commit human and
- I f UNM decides to
financial resources to reduce the financial resources to the deliberately increase the number
exceptional drop•oui rate?
deliberate rccruitn'lent of students of minority students by
Nature of UNM New Mexico
from low-income families?
systelltatic recruitment, will UNM
Residents Enrollment
- l f UNM decides to commit the resources to assist
-What is the percentage of deliberately" increase the nurnbet those minority students who need
UNM New Mexico students from of students from tow-income supportive services, namely, a
families. by systematic recruiting, summer coliege preparatory and
each of the 32 counties?
-Does the proportion of UNM will UNM commit the resources to orientation pr6grarn, counselirtg,
New Mexico students from each provide supportive services-a and tutoring?
of the 32 counties reflect; the summer college preparatocy and
I have pointed out just a few
proportion of New Mexico orientation program, counseling, crucial issues that should be
citizens in each of the 82 and tutoring-for those widely discussed and promptly
counties?
low•income students who need resolved by the UniversitY
-If, for example, Bernalillo them?
community. I hope that Huber
County residents are
EntollrnMt ()f Minority
and Hendtiekson will henceforth
over:repre:<ented on the tJNM
Students at UNM
devote their research efforts to
student body while the other 31
-What is the proportion of the t:olleetion or data which :may
counties are under-represented, Chicano students at tJNM and be U!!eM in the discussion and
should the University decide to how does that compare with the resolvement; ot Univeristy-wide
deliberately increase the number prop6ttion of Chicano residents in issues,
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J of Denvet.
1 W1thm the basrc JO.week ses"10n, becmmng Juoe 9 and cndtng August
1 JS. the many 5choolsamJ cotlet;es of the un1vers•ty offer shorter term coursl!S
of 2. 3, 5. 6. or 8 weeks lntenswe study pror,rams m French, German and

I Spanrsh desrgned prunanly for fore1gn rancuar,e tl!achers wrf! slre~s recent
I developments rn 1nstructronal theory and classroom lmpl!!mentatlon. The

1College of Arts and Sc.ences 1S also offenng a cote of mterrelaled courses

6 to 9 credrt flOuts that wrU explore a subject 111 depth and from more
I from
than one v1ewpomt Students hvmr, m resu:lence h~lls and participating tn
I the program ean choose to be gtven moms m tile same area as other par toe!.
J pant~ The classes w11l be small, des1gMd for maK1mum part1crpation and
1mteracliOn between students. ant! outs1t!e f1eld tnps are scheduled Areas
or study'" the program are: The Rehgoous D1mensron 111 Human Expenente,
f The Asnan E~penence.loterature and Art of N1£ella and Shakespeare; Theory

J and Performance.

I Till? Unwers11~ pinos a trch calendar of cullur~l events for the summer.
I T!:c armu:!! C~!!!!3rl~ Sha!t.~tP~2'~ F~£tnJ~I has~t::h~:~dult~rll7 oet'ronnanc:esof

1AnthanyandCteopatr,,, Tire Wmter's Tale and VIJtpanedurrng.Julyand August f
Maryftrppon Outdoor Theatre. Tile opera Tasca by Puccrnr IS scheduled 1
I mforthe
July, and throughout the summer there Will be noodern dantl' concerts.
I P•pe organ concerts and other musocal concerts by emrnent artists from b<l!h I
Jlhrs cou11try and abroad. Lar~e and small rock concerts have been scheduled I

in the past by both tim Umvers1ty and pnvatc organrzatoons as bookmgs 1
I became
available
I Wrth the closeness of !he surtoundmg Rocky Mountams, CU ha~ devel- I
J oped a very popular mountain recreat1on department. 9oth the Sumrn1t I
1Program. and the more strenuous Tl!thmtal Rock Clrmbmg Ptogram are 1
lo tlle abrbtes of the noYict or the expert. Coed campouts. Iukes •
I• geared
and chmbs are scheduled and for the mote adventuresome there are supet. I

an flfOjUf peok~ alor.g tht Co:ttttiCrt!fJ! o:~'fde. E~t!•p:m~nt i~. _,
provided lor bo.lh programs.
Colotado'$ temper<tle climate of cool nights and warm days will allow you
to take advantage ut lim marty t(!crea!ional opportu11ilies l!ll~ilabre on
campus. facilities, equipment and f1elds are ava1fable lor nearly any activity
or sport. The surrounding cor11mun1ty olfers hOrseback tiding, water skimg,
golf and sailboatmg. Close to l.loulder IS Rocky Mountain National Park and
the Roosevelt. Ptke, artd Arapahoe Natrona! !'crests w1th their thousands of I
acrc5 of mountain sc~nery. campernunt!s and tounst attractions. Half day •
dnves mto the moun!atns wrfl take you to towns such as Aspen, Vail and
GlenwoOd Springs.
Have a drfferent kind of summer this year, come to the University of
Colorado. You will advance your edocation and you will have a good summer,
one that won't soon be forgotten. Write today for a school bulletin and ask
for dtJtailed mformatron on areas of special interest to you.
Unrversrty cl Colorado, Office of Surllml!r Sesstotr,
Boulder. Colorado 80302.

J.

1f~Po FAMILY CENTER

CE~TIUI1 &SJN PEDRO S.E.

r

V\SE!d Climbs
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I
I
1

ByWorldfamous:

'~!:-. ::.~ '~ ·('BIG VALUE"

The marn campur. of the Umversity of Colorado r> located at Soulder.

attractiVe research an!l educatron onented comm•1nrty of 70,000 located
r ana! the
base of I he front tang(! of the Rocky Mountarn!>, 30 mrles northwest
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Art StuUents-Open--Shows

Change

Two, exhibitions of works done
by students will open this month
&t th~ UNM Art Mu~eum.
Opening Apdl 16 in the upper
gallery will be the A.nnuai Student
Exhibition, It will include works
in all media done this academic
year by both underg~:aduate and
gradu~Ate student!'>. .
·
Opening Apdl 23 in the lower
gallery will be the M.A.-M.F.A.
'l'hesee Exhibition. Featured wm
be works by four students
completing wo~:k on the Master of
Fine Arts and six finishing Master
of Arts requirements this
semester,
Both 1>hows will continue
through May 14,
A jury of three faculty
members and two students will
choose the works for the student
exhibition. Selected as faculty
ju::o~!l by fellow facuJt.y members
ar<! Garo Antreasian, John Kacere
and Peter Walch, These artists
c!tose the two student jurors.
All upper division atudents
wera urged to submit works for
possible inclusion in the show,
along with graduate students not
completing degree requirements
this $emester and some lowedevel
students, said Leonard Lehrer,
chairman,
He added tbat for the first time
this exhibition will include
examples ()f computer graphics by

by Charles Andrews

The Joe Cocker concert this Friday should be one helluva
show, possibly the best we've ever had here.
I think a lot of people don't realize wh~t an event this is.
Cocker hasn't toured the U.S. since the legendary Mad Dogs
& Englishmen tour in 1970, and he hasn't released any new
recorded material since that time either. Eut he nonetheless
remains one of the biggest names in rock, with the charisma
to sell out large arenas just on his name alone, simply because
of his powerful creative potential. In that respect he ranks
with only a handful of other names, like Dylan, Harrison,
Lennon, Russell.
I don't know how many critics are included on this tour,
but it's scheduled to last 24 days, which probably means 20
or fewer cities. The Mad Dogs tour hit 40 ·cities, and
Albuquerque wasn't one of them. That we're now included in
the Big Time is the result of the support for good concerts
Albuquerque has shown in the last two years, plus the efforts
of a well-organized and informed Popular Entertainment
Committee here at UNM. If the Arena weren't available,
Cocker wouldn't be coming here.
The promoters still don't know who the second act will be,
but it really doesn't matter much. Cocker's back-up band is a
great one. Crystal Leif's Leonard Levy says he does know
there will be at least 14 people besides Cocker, including a
three-woman chorus from Dallas and Chris Stainton
(keyboards), Alan Spencer (bass), Neil Hubbard (guitar),
Glenn Ross Campbell (pedal steel guitar), and Conrad Isidore
(drums),
I never heard of Isidore, but Stainton (probably the best
rock organist alive per pound) and Spenner were both
members of Cocker's original back·up group, the Grease
Band, and Campbell (who does simply amazing things with
the pedal steel) and Hubbard are refugees from the original
(and best) Juicy Lucy. Ex~Traffic congo/bongo man Reebop
(Kwaku Baah) will probably also be there.
The same booze situation holds as was announced for the
JJ Cale/Mark-Almond concert. None allowed. Anyone not
aware of the rule (which is intended to help guarantee the
continuation of concerts at UNM) will be asked to check it at
the door, and student marshalls (twice as many as there were
for the previous concert) will "patrol" the Arena looking for
anything snuck in.
Everyone's cooperation in this matter is essential. And
unless things are kept cool at this concert and the Ten Years
After one, we stand to lose a concert this summer which 20
or 30. thousand people in this area have been waiting a long,
long time fo:r:.

.

''GROOTNA"
Grootna
(Columbia/C 31083)
Grootna's not fartin' around on
their new album, even though
their trademark is Le Petomain.
He was a turn-of-the-century
vaudevillian who could fart in ten
key!!· and who farted "Le
Marseillaise" for more money
than even Sarah Bernhardt got.
From the minute Anna Rizzo
announces "I'm Funky," yo\l
realize this is gcmna be a fun
album to listen to, and the playful
exuberance is quite likely to spill
right out of your speakers and
begin movin' your feet after just a
·
few minutes.
Perfect Material
Their choice of material is
perfect, alternating between
originals like "Going To Canada,"
''Road Fever," and "Waitin' For
My Shlp," and other people's
songs. For instance, there's Alice
Stua1·t's classic, "Full Time
Woman" (which she didn't do
such a hot job on herself), Bessie
Smith's "Young Woman's Blues''
(they make not the slightest
attempt to outdo the Queen), and
the astonishing "Customs (Is It
All Ov~a<)" by Bob Neuwirth, who
used to be Bob Dylan's road
manager,
Grootna's musicianship is
impeccable, and the band's
interactiois a joy to hear-no star
trips at all, just a bunch of people
who really understand each other,
The whole affair is produced by
Herels that schedule of films I promised, for the remainder Marty Balin, . late of Jefferson
and if this is a good
of channel 5's "Film Odyssey" series (Friday nights at 8~30): Airpla~:~e,
example of where he's at these
April14-"Cabinet Of Dr. Caligari"
days, it was a good idea he bailed
out when he did. Yeah, Grootna
April 21-"0rpheus,
make you dance and sing.
will
April 28-"Knife In The Water"
was the last time James
'When
May 5-"The Overcoat"
Taylor made you do that?

* * *

May 12-"0ur Daily Bread"
May 19-"Yojimbo"
May 26-"'l'he l"ast Laugh"
June 2-"Saw~u¢ Ann Tinsel''
Last Friday's "Film Odyssey;, was a program of short films
titled "Classic Shorts I"; since there is no "Classic Shorts II"
listed in the schedule, I hope that's an indication that the
series will either continue beyond June 2 or have a second

"GOOD AND DUSTY"
The Youngbloods
(Raccoon/IlS 2566)

Spe<!king of California good

time bands, the Youngbloods sit
up thete in their scheduled Point
Reyes Station and continue to
bdng out record after record.
Some of them are good, some
botrible, but they don't seem to
mind, and just keep rollin.'
Their latest offering is entitled
"GOOD AND DUSTY" and is
certainly not what you'd expect.
After all this while, who'd look to
the Youngbloods to record,
''That's How Strong My Love Is,"
ot "Willie And The Hand Jive"?
And even if that's what you were
expecting, I betcha you · never
thought they'd sound like this.
It's still the Youngbloods, and
they are still as relaxed as ever,
which makes for some strange
contrasts with the music.

* *

Late·Night Relaxing
The whole reason for "Willie,"
for instance, is the Bo Diddley
thythm: CHUNK a chunka
chunka chunka·chunk CHUNK.
Well, the Youngblood's version
starts out like that, but returns to
the gently rolling beat that marks
the whole album. One of the
prpbl_ems with doing things like
this JS that everything can start
sounding the same after a while,
but fortunately the Youngbloods
are musically good enough to get
away with it.
It's a good album for late-night
relaxing and such, but don't
expect miracles or revelations
from it. But if you're a
Yaungbloods freak, you'll Jove lt,
and if you've ever felt kindly
towards them, you might check it
out.

seas.on n.ext year. "Film Odyssey" is an exciting
manifestatiOn of the hopes people had for the possibilities of
educational television when it was first conceived. Hopefully,
as NET continues to add programming unique and draws
larger and larger aud~ence, commercial TV will become more
responsible and worthwhile. The only way to get things done
in this country is to hit the Big Guys in the wallet.

Lob·o Review ·

"STRAIGHT UP"
Badfinger
(Apple/SW·3808)
Badfinger is one of the most
mysterious good groups around.
They sound so much like the
mid-period Beath!s that there are
those who have surmised the
resemblance is more than
coincidental, since they record for
Apple, and an occa~ional Beatie
has written a song or produced a
couple of cuts.
But Badfinger is most assuredly
Badflnger, and, while not
consistently as good a& the
Beatles, they still manage to get
hit after hit on the radio, and
every album they've put out has
been first•rate, That's the case
with their latest, entitled
"STRAIGHT UP," which has a
couple of songs produced by
George Harrison, including the
current hit "Day After Day."
While there's nothing new or
particularly experimental on the
album, each cut is superbly
crafted, good solid English rock.
Todd Rundgren's production is
p~ticularly good this time (why
his solo albums aren't better is
beyond me}, and there are easily
five more hit singles on the album.
Now, if they would only get an
American tour together, they
could reap aome well·deserved
benefits.

Calif. Petition
For More Smokes
AFS-An initiative petition
calling for the removal of
penalties for the personal use of
marijuana and for "planting,
cultivating, harvesting, d~ying,
processing, otherwise preparing,
transporting or possessing
marijuana for personal use" is
currently being circulated in
California.
Sale of grass is not to be
legalized, as backers state they
would rather see smokers grow
their own rather than have the
market monopolized by the
tobacco corporations.
If the petition is signed by
more than 330,000 registered
voters in the State by the end of
May, all California voters will have
the opportunity to approve the
initiative's provisions in the
November, 1972 election.
Judging by the enthusiastic
response to . the petition so
far-over 70,000 signatures were
obtained in the first four
weeks-grass could be legal in
California by the end of the year.
~

60 per cent of the students
attending UNM are 21 or older.
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students under the direction of for sale at the muGeum are,
Charles Mattox.
"Tw!lntieth Century Graphics,"
M.F.A. candidates featured in ''Picasso in ·the Collection of The
the other exhibition will be Bruce Museum of Modern Ar~,"
Childs, Steven Foster, John "lmpressionil•m," "Cubism'' &nd
MulvllnY and Meredith Paxton.
"African Art,"·
Pax:.ton's work will include
Regular museum hours are 10
pendants and necklaces b&sed on a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
thl.l form of the beetle.
F~iday and 1 p.m~ to 5 p.m. on
. Both Foster and Mulvany work Sundays.
m.photography. Foste~;'s examples
present very small> intimate lind
formal. imagery, while Mulvany's
photograph& are of an urban scene
which reflects a restrained sense
o.fimpendlngdoom.
Child's lithographic works show
The Mexican who enter$ the
variations em the theme of the United States illegally to seek a
window,
job has been examined as a
M.A. candidates Joanne sociological phenomenon and as a
Petersen and Wallace Cronk work legal J?roblem; in a new book
primarily with light sculptu~;e, written by an Edinburg, TelC,,
.Kanani (cq) R. Bell has entitled farmer he is s!len as a neighbor
his :~culpture "The Metaphysics of and friend.
a Cube."· - ----- --- ·--- _______ M_e....._x~••iaon--GM.~
.g·rn-de-ant- ~Wotrb-ak.e:ks,s;;- ·- · J.J
Valerie 1ve.rs, f(lr het master's
•~
•
thesis, will present surrealist published by the University of
drawings, some on preparlld New Mexico Press, is a collec:tion •
masonite, while Richard Fisher's of anecdotes told by Carrol
work is ceramic sculpture.
Nor~uest, who has farmed for 50
Patricia Braly's thesis year& in the alluvialsoll of the Rio
exhibition is jeweb:y made of Grande valley.
various kinds of metals. This
He supplements his own
jewelry con.sists of delicate, experiences with those of other
interwoven forms, some cast and farmers in the region and
some fabricated,
furnishes a balanced villW of the
Recently pubHshed books wetback as a person caught up in
about art presently on dispiay l*ncl the con fused immigration
situation caused by the poverty of
rural Mexico and affluence of the
nearby United States.
"La chota," the Border Patrol,
generally is an impersonal force
but in some anecdotes Norquest
soloists Donna McRae, soprano, does present a patl'olman with the
Jeanne Grelish, alto, A. V. Wall, same individual qualitiea he has
tenor, and Patl.'ick Robinson, bass. found in the wetbacks.
Choru: director is Eph Ehly.
Verdi's composition, a blending
of traditional J;.eligious musical
forms and operatic forms, was
widely acclaimed upon its debut
in 1874.
In Italy a law was passed
shortly after the fl.ut
perfotmances of the work to
prevent its production in
unauthorized performances.
The ~equiem Mass was
composed in honor of Alessandro
Manzoni, Italian scholar and
the
political leader. The Mas.s received
its first performance at the
best
Church of San Marco in Milan on
23¢
the first anniversary or Manzoni's
death. The compot1itio11 was
HAMBURGER
performed at La Scala three day.$
later,
in town
Tickets for Frederick's farewell
performance are still available at
Henry's Drive·In
thP. Pooojoy Hall box office, and
1
Central9 am to ll am
the UN){ music department, room
1105.

lllegal Entry
Mexican Problem

1

I

V_erdi' s Manzoni Requiem Mass
Frederick's Farewell Concert

Kurt Frederick, orchestra eondu~tor

Rising Fuel Prices

Predicted by Morton
WASHINGTON (UPl}Interior Secretary Rogers C. B.
Morton suggested Monday that
higher pric!'s would convince
Americans to conserve electricity,
gas and other fuels in the face of
what he called an eminent energy
crisis.
"In terms of the entire
American ethic, the price of
energy has been entirely too
cheap," Morton testified as the
first witness at House Interior
Committee hearings into whether
the nation might run· seriously
short of fuel in the next few
years.
"It takes very little to tip the
balanee in favor of a fuel shortage,
and we have been opel'ating on
the narrowest of margins," he
::aid.

is to raise the price."
The secretary said that unless
new domestic oil reserves are
found at a higher tate, the United
States will be forced to Import 50
percent or its oil by 1985 with 35
per cent of it coming from the
Mideast and the remainder from
Canada, V4.lnezuela, and North
Africa.
He nl!rced with Committee
Chairman Wayne Aspinall
(D·Colo.) that if the United States
should become that depimdent on
foreign oil, "you will face a real
tti.sis tf the source of supply was
shut off."
He told the committee that the
United States may discover that it
fs now producing the maximum of
etude oil from domestic
sources-"If indeed we have not
already passed it.''
Even if work begins soon on a
proposed trans·Alaska pipeline, he
said it was doubtful it would be in
operation by 1975. "This means
that the estimated one miJlion
barrels per day we had been
counting on from the north slope
beginning in 1975 will have to
come from elsewhere.

Crisis
"We are facing a fuel and power
crisis. lts implications for our
economy, our environment,
security, foreign policy, and
national life style are broad and
persuaaive," Morton declared.
"Therefore, we must convince the
public of the eminent crisis and
the urgent need to take action
now."
In th!? ~>hort. ru 11, he said
Co11gress could pass legislatioll to Enii~htenment
Joseph Sen Wu associate
increase the incentive to explore
for new natural gas reserves and to professor of philosophy at
allow some nearly completed Sacramento State College will
nucleat power plants to go into speak April 14 at 3:30p.m. in the
operation before all the required Kiva,
environmental studies are
completed.
As the nation acts to meet the .
Beads, Beans, Seeds
shortages, h.e said there is "no way
to avoid" price increases to pay
Wild African Jewelry
for the search for new sources of
energy, hew ways to convert it
and distribute it.
Si.5o to Su.oo
"The cost is going to be
tremendous," Morton said.
La Tienda del Museo
Awareness
Higher prices for coal, gas,
electrical power and other ertergf
Museum of Alb.
should lend to increased awareness
on the part of consumers for the
rt2ed for conserve power, he !laid.
"Tbe most effecti\re way to do it

Tuesday, April11,197Z

Wednesday's performance of
Verdi's Manzoni Requiem will be
the final concert of the UNM
OrchesLta under the lJatou or l;:u~t
Frederick.
Frederick is retiring this year,
after 30 years on tho UNM music
departm<lnt faculty.
The co11cert will begin at 8:15
p.m. in Popejoy Halt Admission is
$1.50 for the general public, $1
for faculty and staff, and $.50 fo:r
students.
Petformers will include the 250
·members of the UNM Chor\ls,

C. Fisher Show
Opens in Jonson
Catherine Fisher-self.taught,
imaginntive and intuitive-began
her seventh oue·man show at
Jonson Gallery ,April 9.
Raymond .Jonson, gallery
director, praises Fbhcr's work illl
having ''great vitality" and says
this is due it1 part to her being
"exceptionally alive to the
worki11gs of both the conscious
and subconscious minds" and
being able to use both, separately
or .simultaneously.
Now residing and working in
Magdalena, Fisher resided in
Albuquerque from 1953 until last
year, Her paintings display a
lavish. yet controlled command of
color and use of symbols in a
rotm~ntic tnanner.
Gallery hours arc from no"on
until 6 p.m. daily except on
Mr>nday11 when the JonstJn Gallery
is closed.

Discover the Wcrld on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September & February
Combine accredited study with
educational stops In Africa, Australasia and the Orient. Over 5000
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this interna·
tiona! program. A wide range of
financial aid is available. Write
now f(Jr free catalog:

Box CC12, Orange, Cal. 92666
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-~~~~speedrhy Nu tri tionistS-cheduled ·~CAMPUS
Ad~lle Davis, famous nutrition

expert, will speak at the UNM
. Union Ballroom on April 13 at 8
p.m.
Admission for the lecture on
"The Rewards of Nutrition" is
free for UNM students, faculty
and staff. For the general public
there is a charge of $1.50 and for
non-UNM students tickets are one
dollar.
Davis is the author of fou:r best
selling books on nutrition that
have become cooking necessities
for many . American housewives,
The books are "Let's Cook It
Right," "Let's Have Healthy
Children," "Let's Get Well," and
''Let's Eat Right to Keep Fit."
As a consultant and nutritionist
she has planned individual diets
for more than 20,000 'people
suffering from innumerable
diseases.
Davis studied at Purdue
University, graduated from the
University of California, Berkeley,
and took postgraduate work at
Columbia University and the
University of California, Los
Angeles, before receiving her
master of science degree in
biochemistry from the University
of i:louthern California Medical
School.
In the beginning of her career

r»>< ~:.~=r:s
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs

I

(andyour
favorite drinks)
905 Yale S.E.
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she worked in dietetics training
with physici11ns in New York at
Bellevue and Fordh!lm hospit11ls
and at the Judson Health Clinic.
She continued her career in
Oakland, Calif. !lnd Los Angeles
where she worked as a consulting
nutritionist with physicians at

Alameda County Health Clinic
and the William E. Bra11ch Clinic
in Hollywood.
Davis now devotes her time to
family, writing and lecturipg.
Her talk 'is sponsored by the
ASUNM Speakers Committee.

Fall Pre-registration Underway
Summer Students Get the Gym
}'re-registration for the fall between 14,000 and 15,000
semester at UNM is underway, students.
with most students presently
enrolled scheduled to receive their
course request cards late last
week.
Bill Walter, assistant registrar,
emphasized "there will be no
pre--registration for summer
session. The normal registration
Four pieces of pottery worth
procedure will be followed in an estimated $16,500 have been
Johnson Gymnasium, with given by New Mexicans to the
students given times to show up UNM's Maxwell Muse,tm of
and request classes then," on June Anthropology.
10. Summer school instruction
Three Maria pots have been
begins June 12.
given to the museum by Anita Da,
Pre-registration, begun at UNM widow of Popovi Da of San
last fall, allows students to request lldefonso Pueblo, who died earlier
their programs in advance, find this year.
out if the courses they request are
The pots by the
assigned to them, and permits internationally-known San
them to "pick up" any Ddefonso potter Maria Martinez
deficiencies just before classes are valued at about $15,000. They
begin.
will not be displayed at the
Classes will begin Aug. 28 for museum until completion of the
the fall semester at UNM. addition presently under
Deadline for payment of tuition construction.
for pre-registered students is Aug.
A large Zia olla has been
3, and Aug. 16 in the deadline for donated by Mary Kilmer of Ft.
tuition payment for those Sumner from the estate of her
registering by "walk-through" mother, Cora Rose Brown, who
process in Johnson Gym.
died in January.
Walter said he expects a
Brown, a graduate of UNM,
minimum of 75 per cent of lived in Albuquerque from 1918
students now em:olled to use to 1952.
pre-registration. This would total
The olla was owned by Brown
for over 45 years and is worth
$1500. It also will be stored until
completion of the addition.
The museum currently is
showing "Out of the Silence," a
collection of photographs of
totem poles, and a case of
selections from the collection of
Indian crafts furnished by Mr. and
Ms. Gilbert Maxwell of
Farmington. The totem pole
exhibition will close May 1.
The museum is open Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. and Saturdays from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m.

Museum Gets
Four Pottery
Pieces

I
.J

Las Campanas

F§

Spring Clean-up

Las Campanas will be holding. a
meeting April 12 at 7 p.m. m
Mitchell Hall 208. Can't attend?
Call Jeni O'Neal at 247·1522.

Disabled Students

A meeting will be held in the
Johnson Gym Rehabilitation La.b
April 13 for disabled students at
3:30p.m.

Student Bar Association

The Student Bar Association's
Inter-departmental discussion
series will meet April13 at 8 p.m.
in the Moot court to discuss
"Cooperation or Chaos: An
Enviroldnental Dilemma."

Amistad Free Movies

Coac-h-Mi-tcheU-Ea-itd-s ~
Mitchell believes that UNM reason is a junior college transfer
By GREG LALIRE
have takeJI home the student from New MeJ<ico Jr.
· • 'I felt the team did an may
College, Ray Deplessis, who was
champion~>hip and not n()eded a
tliird on the world championship
adequate job, Considering our
miracle if two Lobo gymnasts
lack of depth you would have to
hadn't been injured before the team.
say it was a fantastic team effort.
A high school champion (Larry
,
After scoring low in th;;~ season.
Chico)
from New York will be on
· "We. didn't have Dave Repp
next year's squad, and Mitchell is
compulsories, we really came
(~>houlder injury) or Joe Kinkel
back, I was pleased to be in fifth
(elbow injury) all season," he said. trying to sign two outstanding
place."
"Repp would have competed in prospects from Pennsylvania. One
The speaker was Coach Rusty five . or six event.~ for us. With of the Pennsylvanians, Lance
Mitchell, whose Lobo gymnast&
those two, we could have been Garrett went to a high school that
took fifth place over the weekend
for the national title." had two other famous gymnast
in the NCAA championships at challenging
Along with injuries, there was graduates-Dave Repp and Jim
Ames, Iowa. Southern Illinois another factor that hurt the Lobo
won the championship, its fourth
NCAA title, with a 315.925 point chances in the championships.
Judging System Hurt
total.
A PAU~IST DOESN'T
"We were the first team to be
Iowa State amassed 312.325
judged
in
the
compulsories
on
the
WAIT TO BE
points, good for· second place.
Also finishing ahead of UNM were first day and this hurt us,"
ORDAINED
Penn State (third) and Iowa Mitchell said. "There are eight
TO GET
(fourth). The Lobos final . total teams with 4 or 5 men in each
INVOLVED.
was only 35 hundredth points event. The judges are very strict at
the start, but when they have to
behind Iow!l.
There weren't any surprises in judge 75 rot:~tines (in each event),
they begin to give higher scores in
the team standings.
SIU Expected Winner
the later performances."
Mitchell also expressed his
"I eJ<pected Southern Illinois to
If you think
dislike
for the new rotation
win
it;
they
have
an
e:Kcellent
Lobo gymnasts
that
ordination
is something
over the weekend with a: second place team," .Mitchell said. "l also system (begun this year) in which
like graduation
performance in the long horse at the NCAA expected Penn State and Iowa all the m~mbers of a team would
-~and the time
championships at Ames, Iowa. Th<l Lobo State to be up there near the complete their routines in the
Mark Hopkins
compulsories before any other
in between is
top."
team, under Coach Rusty Mitchell finished
similar to marking time-then
gymnasts were judged,
''I
was
hoping
we
could
have
fifth in the national finals. It was tbeir
you couldn't be more mistaken.
"Dana Shelley was hurt by this
done better, continued the coach.
fourth appearance in five years.
The Paulists were founded
"Maybe we could have with the system," Mitchell said. "He was in
12th place after the compulsories.
with the belief that each man is
help of a little miracle."
a member of the community and
The best Lobo finish was Mark However, he moved to sixth after
he contributes his own thing.
Hopkin's second place in the long the optionals, and by taking a first
Each is an individual with his
horse. Mitchell called Hopkin's in the finals finished third."
own talents and he is given the
"Some people would have said
performance the highlight of the
freedom to use them in his own
the
hell
with
it
and
just
quit,
but
championships as far as UNM is
way. But not later. Now.
For once, the lilame could not concerned. His score of 18.050 Shelley really came back,"
By TOM REICHERT
For instance, during the no•
placed on the seven foot frame compared to the winner's.18.400. Mitchell added.
With the baseball strike now be
vitiate,
novices work in such
Shelley won't come back next
of Center Wilt Chamberlain.
Third place finishes were
diverse areas as hospitals, vocasu:rprisingly into its second week,
year,
nor
will
Freddy
Cardenas,
tiomil rehabilitation centers and
most sports fans are turning their Although playing with a broken registered by senior Dana Shelley Mark Hopkins, or Jim
Universities. They serve as assist·
attention to the NBA playoffs and hand, Wilt was his usual in the free exercise and Jon Hruban-the four seniors on. the
intimidating self on defense .and Aitken in the high bar. Shelley
ant chaplains, co-retreat masters,
one series in particular.
team. However, Mitchell is still
student teachers and psychiatric
The Milwaukee Bucks·Los on the boards. He could not stop went through the regulnr season optimistic about next year's team.
undefeated in his specialty before
aides,
·
Angeles Lilkers playoff series is Jabbar, but nobody can.
Repp Returns
The
Bucks
seemed
to
rise
to
dropping
to
second
in
the
WAC
Paulist
Seminarians
create
~:~uppo~cd to be the most intensely
One reason is Dave Repp, who
recreational programs, direct
fought and evenly matcned St:•i.:;; o~l'.ailion for this playoff opener. championships.
,'!ill b" hack next year with two
Th~ st:uiio;:'G ~cor"' of J 8.250 at
"Days of R~collection" for CCD
in the annals of hoop history. It Every Buck ouLplaycd h~>~
years of eligibility left. Another
well-publicized
Laker
opponent.
students, direct film series, e~·
Ames
compared
with
the
winning
sure didn't look that way Sunday
periment with the use of media
Forwards Bob Dandridge and total of 1.8.725 registered by the
afternoon in the Forum.
in the liturgy as a preaching tool,
Curtis
Perry's
scoring
and
winning
gymnast
from
Oklahoma.
The Kareen Abdul-Jabbar led
XEROX COPYING
originate and edit the Paullst
rebounding
contributions
cannot
Aitken,
who
took
a
second
Bucks destroyed the Lakers on
Free Press, coordinate Lenten
SERVICE
be
minimi:r.ed.
Nor
the
fine
guard
place
in
the
NCAA
championships
their own home ground 93·72 to
lectures and organize Home
We
operate
the
machines
Masses, to mention just a few.
take a commanding 1-0 lead in the play of injured superstar Oscar last year, recorded a 18.400 this
and
guarantee
clean
sharp
Robertson and former UCLA time around.
best of seven series.
When you commit yourself to
Lucius Allen.
Ivicek Places
copies.
Milwaukee's astounding victory great
the Paulists, it isn't a someday
Milwaukee is the defending
The
other
Lobo
who
placed
in
Choice of Paper
was really a shocker. They held NBA champion and now must be
thing. It's now. Today.
Student Discount
the highest scoring team in the rated the favorite to dispose of the championships (finished in the
For more information about
fust
six
spots)
was
sophomore
NBA to a mere 7 2 points, the Lakers and go on to the title.
DAY & NIGHT
the Paulists write to: Rev. Don•
sensation
Jim
Ivicek.
Ivicek
took
including only eight in the third It probably won't be easy though.
aid C. Campbell, C.S.P., Voca·
PRINTERS
fifth place in the long horse and
quarter when Jabbar and Co. put
tlon Director, Room 300.
Old pros West and Chamberlain also earned the number five man
266-2424 • 2220 Central SE
the game away.
and the rest of the Laker express ranking in the all-around
Let us quote your next printing
Chokers?
cannot be contained for an entire
job.
One must wonder whether the series. The team that many competition, which bettered his
Across from Yale Parle ·
seventh
place
all-around
finish
as
a
record-setting Lakers choked. This thought could dethrone Mr.
is their 12th straight appearance Jabbar's team may get itself freshman.
.. .. .. ... * ...
~
in the playoffs and they have together and win this series. After
Over
30
(
never won. Los Angeles defeated 12 years of frustration, fate may
Different
•
Sandwiches '
Milwaukee four out of five times be on the Lakers' side.
Mon-Sat
l
in the regular season in compiling
11 a.mt.._ a a.m.
Anything Happens
Sun
415 West 59th Street
the greatest won-loss percentage
When this series resumes
11 a.m.~l a.m. ·
New
York, N. Y.10019
(69·13) in history. But the one Wednesday night, some of the
1600 Central SE
842-6736
time they lost to Milwaukee was questions may be answered. The
when their 33 game winning Bucks have the games most
streak was on the line.
dominant player, but Los Angeles
Los Angeles lost more than a
is supposed to have the best team.
CLASS SCH-:<.:Dt'!E RIT.VISIONS
lEXICO
game Sunday. The home court
As Sunday's game proved,
SE!~ST!R 1 1972-73
advantage they had toiled 82
anything can happen during the
games to gain now belongs to the
intense pressure of the playoffs.
Bucks.
Some players rise to the occasion,
Col. })ept. Gotr:se
The teams resume play
others cho-;:;k:::e::·-·- - - t! . s;::;ct.
Wednesday night at the Forum
Action
and it will be a do or die game for
-,6!P.T1.l
Sisterhood Rap
Coach Bill Sharman's Lakers.
A discussion of all aspects of
::~o r.;oo~ ;-!ot.e
Obviously, the Lakers are not
01
!62. :.31
ci··~ ~:.
womanhood
will
be
held
every
going to have another repeat
,......
~10 l1 oot J.~ote
m. 32.0 l'i3 0(;1.
Jl.•l;t.
performance like Sunday when Wednesday at .8 p.m. in Room
...,. <.:),., •
:.:o Foot :·~otc
3?.0 163 QC3
01
they shot 22 per cent for the H-22 of Sandia High SchooL All
11~0 Poot :.:ote
..,..
entire game. The Lakers three big ages and both sexes are welcome.
320 1.G3 CC3
01
w.
guns, Jerry West, Gail Goodrich,
and Jim McMillan, are bound to
C'ome back strong after their
1'--CC:Ol:?.!TI!:~G
0500-0615
l><i<l
02
06.G 502 002 ACC'f 1-!GNT INF I 03 Stl"ff
11 ~il
terrible first game marks. But can
PH
L.A. beat the Bucks and turn the
::tudcnt:: 'mnting 502 r.hor.:ld r12gister for section 002.
series into a rousing seven game
Dee to n time conflict scct1.on 001 ~·till be Ctlncclled.
affair that all the experts have
predicted?
They should. Any team with a
3US!NESB 6·. ADl11Nif.TR1\'J:lV~ SCIB:'!CES
·r T o330-0M:.s
050 b.SG 00?. !·iKTG WGSTCS
03 S ta-€ 2
guard of West's talents inplay~ff
Ad<:
03
competition will not fall easily.
Studerts ,.1[1nting /~8f sl1ottl.d t"egistcr :tor :"cction 007.
West can do it all, although some
time qon·'.:lic';: r-ection OCl ~·Jill be cnnce11ed.
people would qUestion that if
Dt'e ~:o r
they watched Sunday's rout.

.

The Albuquerque Jaycees w!ll
sponsor their an!lual Spring
Clean·up Day thJs year on
Sl:\turday, April 29.
The annual event attempts to
involve such organizations as
clubs fratetnities and sororities iu
cleaning up various parts of the
city. This year there will be a $50
first prize given to the
organization that provides the
most manpower for the job and
collects the most trash.
The Jaycees will provide trucks
and two-way radio contact for
those organizations willing to
participate. For further
information contact Joe Sena,
265-6284, or Tom Hamilton,
266-4841, after 6 p.m. weekdays.

The Free University is showing
"Antolerance" directed by D. W. Nutritional Rewards
Adelle Davis, one of the
Griffith and "'Metropolis"
directed by Fritz Lang April 12th . country's best known nutritionists
at 6-8 and 10 p.m. in the Union will speak on "The Rewards of
Nutrition" April 13 at .8 p.m. in
theater open to the public.
Union Ballroom. ASUNM and
Spanish Poetry
University of Albuquerque
An evening of Spanish poetry students, faculty and staff will be
by local poets will be presented
admitted free, non-students will
by Amistad, the Free University
be charged $1.
on April l.l at 7 p.m. in the
Bandelier East Lounge.
Registration
The registration office will not
Library Director
have
pre-registration for summer
Interviews for Library director !reSSion,
but strictly a gymnasium
candidates wiii be held from
walk-through.
Any student who
2:30-3 p.m. for minority students
does
not
receive
materials for fall
and from 3-3:30 p.m. for anyone
semester
by
next
Tuesday, April
interested in room 230 room 230
ll, or needs information, should
of the Union.
call the Registration Center,
277-5548.

Baseball Absence Drav{s Fans
To Laker-Buck Playoff Series

Handbooks Available

Several copies of the ASUNM
Handbook are still available to
students at the Alpha Chi Omega
coatcheck room on tbe first floor
ofthe Union.
The handbooks are free upon
presentation of an ID card.
Included in the handbook is
information about the various
clubs and organizations at tbe
University as well as information
on the several committees of
ASUNM and the two student
governments.

Honors Assembly

The Honors Assembly has been
scheduled for May 2 at 7:30p.m.
in the ballroom of the Union.
Departments or organizations
wishing to participate this year
should contact Ric Trainor, in
care of the Office of the Dean of
Students, room 157, Scholes Hall
by Aprill4.

Las Campanas

Applications for those
sophomores interested in Las
Campanas Junior Women's
Honorary Society can 'be picked
up in the dorms and upstairs in
the Union. Deadline is April 19.

Blue Key

Applications for Blue Key can
be obtained at room 157, Scholes
Hall. Applicants must have at least
89 semester hours by the
beginning of the fall, 1972
semester. Deadline is Aprill9 at 5,

Legalizing Grass
The Committee to Legalize
Marijuana will hold a brief
meeting on April 12 at 4 p.m. in
the Honors Center (southwest
corner of Zimmerman Library).

poUistfothets.

1

Calling U

\

.....

.....

I

Tuesday, April 11
Secondary Education; Union
Theater;.noon-1:30 p.m.
Amistad; Union, room 250 D-E;
6-8·10 p.m.
BIKE: Union, room 250 D-E;
7:3o-8:30 p.m.
Mountaineering Club; Union,
room 25o-C; 7:3o-10 p.m.
New Mexico Tenants
Organization; Union, room 250 A-B:
7:3o-9:30 p.m.
Popular Entertainment; Union,
room 231 A-D: 7:30-9 p.m.
Campus Crusade Cor Christ:
Union, room 231 A-D; 8-10 p.m.
Tables in lobby; Students for
Environmental Action; Women's
Coordinating Center.

unvr..:nsiTY OF

;zo

_

v~

MAKE

EMERGENCY PREGNANCY COUNSELING
For those who believe
in the sacredness of human life
1815 Las Lomas Road NE

IIave the Lobo Do It For You!

Monday-Friday 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

One 'Year -- $7.00

and 7-9 p.m.

All you need to do to ha"e the LOBO mailed to your home is
send $7.00 to: LOBO, UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87106 or come by the
ollice, Journalism buildinp:, room 205 at the corner of Central

24-Hour Telephone ~ervice
247-9819
Page 6

Having Trouble Writing Home?

nnd Yale.

MONEY

NOW!

People can solve their problems by changing their attitudes (self-acting thinking
habits). Sell high professional
motivational and self-improvement tape cassettes. They condition the -subeonocious (habit
and creative mind) for ltappi•
ness and success. Repetition
with induced "deep relaxation"
does it! Only kind on the market. Nationally advertised.
Wide acceptance. 20 subjects
(they brine a new way of life)
at $20. ea. sold on a 60 day
money back guarantee of satisfaction (defective cassettes
replaceable free within one
year). Representatives wanted.
40% commission. No investment. Special stude11t two cassettes package $20 ppd. (I.
Successful Study Habits 2.
Exams are Easy). Send today
stamped, addressed business
envelope for full details.
ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATORS, 21.0 Fifth Avenue, Suite
1102-17-New York 10010.
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2219 Lead SE
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(2 bl~s South of Campus
between Harvard and Yale)
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.Razor's Edge
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Professional

Expert Long Hair Design
No Nets, Gels, laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put On!>
For Men or Wom'en
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by Appointment only
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5504 Central Ave. S.E.
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The UNM School of Law last
month put 5ts lOO,OOOth book on
CHICAGO (UJ.>I)--97 per cent
·~A rather amazing stati$tic,"
the shelves and that's enough
of a government sample of tax Connally 1 here for an appearance
reading for 273 y~~rs or $0, at the
returns done by firms specializing before the National Association of
rate of one book a day.
in such work were found to have, Broadcasters, told a news
Law Librarian Myron Fink
been fraudulently prepared, conference.
1
won
t calculate the amount of
Treasury Secretary John B.
Connally said the government
midnight
oil burned by an average
Connally said Monday.
took a sample of income tax
of 500 patrons daily-but the
library during the academic year
does stay open u.ntil midnight.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
The Law School completes it&
RATES: 7c per wotd, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Builtling, R<lom
silver anniversary this May, and ib~
mum ($l,40) Per time run, If ad Is to
205, afternoons pr~fernbly ot mnil.
lib:rary when the school opened in
run five or more consecut!v.o: daYs with
no changes thll rate is redu<:ed to ljc
Clnssitlll!l Advertising
1947 has 11,300 volumes, many
per word an<l the minimum numbet of
UNM P.O. Box 2(}
of them donated by New Mexico
words to lQ,
Albuquerqqe, N.M. 87106
attorneys and ju.dges.
TERMS: Payment m\1St be made in .tull prior to insertion of advertisement
The books were kept in
Zimmerman
Library until the Law
1) PERSONALS
5} FOR SALE
6} EMPLOYMENT
School moved to its own building,
WANTED TO RENT: house or apt. fc»:
CHINESE PEOPLES' CAPS: Imported
OIMA:nRONCITA BOYS CAMP hm~ open· "old" Bratton Hall on Roma NE,
two adulta & two children within walking
from Maoi~t China. $4.50. FOOt'S
inga tor courtselors with experience in
dist:mee of tTNM. June 1 to Augtlllt or
~nADISE,ll9 ~th NW.
4/13
swimming, camp craft, or Field Sports, in 1952. By then the library had
Pntt thereof. Write t(J Prof. Ken RQSen,
Sev1.1n
week camping session, June 18·
30,135 volume$ and it kept
1961 PONTIAC TEMPES'l'; runs •. $lOU. as
English Dept,, Dleklnaon College, Carllsle,
Aug, 6, Salaries 11t.11t at ;zoo :pi\18 :nm.
is. Ph. 842-8967.
4~13
Penn. 17013,
4/21
and Board and travelin~ expenses. Must growing until ther~ were more
be clean-cut college man. For interview,
than 88,000 books when the Law
HANDMADE LEATHER PANTS. CuuANYONE WJSHING to tnke Optometry
call 242-0434 morninga or 242-4454. 4/11 School moved to new Bratton
tom, $55 to $65. 262·5894,
tfn
College admissions test In New Mexico
pleas eall266-2360.
4/14
FL'OWEnS'MAI{ETHE DAY BEAUTI~ Hall, 1117 Stanford NE, in
FIELD JACKETS, MEXICAN PEASANT
FUL-Sell flowers-good pay-118 Yale
BLOUSES & BELL BOTTOM PANTS
HOROSCOPES interPr!\ted by ap:PointJanuary, 1971.
·
SE. 266-1011,
tfn
only $5 each. New shipment of bookbags,
m~:nt, Call 'l'he Albuquerque Aatrology
Fink
is
the
second
librarian at
$2.98 at Uncle Sam's, 111 Harvard, 4/li
Center, 2114-5800, Prices begin at $3,00.
PART-TlME J'OU A~AlLABLE now,
4/13
train fo):' full time during: aummcr. . the law school; Arie Poldervaart
DEAL STUI>ENT To STUDENT-:--s~
'Freshman prefe1•red, AJlp)y Der Wiener.
40 per cent-- Diamonds and custom ·
HELP I liEL1> I HELP I A erat:Y bunch
schnitzel. 420). Central NE or 5801 was the first, serving from
bands, Cbarlie Romero-344-6349,
4/9
of young pretty girls needs i.utoring in
Menaul
NE.
4/12 1947·63. New book acquisition is
all areas. Please help u$ ! Juat call 277•
30 USED l'ORTABLETv~$30-$60, 441
proceeding at the rate of about
3511 and. ask tor Barbara Parker or
OVERSEAS
JOBS
FOR
STUDENTS--Wyoming NE. 255·5987, ·
5/2
Janet Vaught-or come to 2500 Central
Australia, Europe, S. America, Afrit:a, 6,000 volumes a year and the law
SE, second floor, across from John~on
etc. All professions and occupations,
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES. Student
Gym,
4/19
discount on everything in store, Dark~
$700 tQ $3,000 monthly, Ext>cnsCll paid; school library ranks with the New
overtime,
sightseeing, Free information
room
slli'>Piit;S, film, ehcmicr.l!, vro~etlll•
TRANSTT: having a bard tlme? Drug
ing. Southern Expoaure LTD., 2318 Cen~
Write Jobs Overaeas, Dept. K!!, p,o, Mexico Supreme Court library ru;
returns prepm:ed by tax-service
firms and found 97 per cent had
some fraudulent items. He said,
however, most of the fraud was
on 01 very minor" entries.
He said the government was
considering investigating such
firms.

2)

acr~s

!to:ra Yale l'ar!:.

tfn

EMPLOYMENT

Box 16071, San Oi(!go, CA 92115

7)

LIVE IN maid for ll boys 12, 9, 8. Room
and Board and $150 per montn. Must be
a responaible person. 266·2380.
4/11
COCK'l'AJL WAlTRESSSES WANTED
Full and Part-tlme work, Goad pny, ~x~
cellent tips, no ~xoericncl) necessary. Call
after 5;00, 877-0481, ask for Ace, 4/11
PART TIME HELP WANTED for summer
& fall. Call 842•8550.
4

4/27

MISCELLANEOUS

$285 JET ROUND TRlP TO LONDON
from. Albuquerque. June 15·Sept. 1 and

June; 23-July 27. Information; Aeademy
of International Studies,l308 Dan Diego,
Santa Fe, N.M. 8'1501,
4/19
:aACK ISSUES of the New Mexi~:o Daily
Lobo may be purchasl)d for 10~: at the
Student Publicatlona Business Offil!ee,
.rournalism Building. Room 205.

LOST-

tfn

SERVICES

FLIGHT TRAINING. This ad and $5
R'iVC!l you your first flrst flight l VA &
FAA anprovtld school. Private thru
ATR. Samlln Aviation nt the Sunnort •.
Contnct Uud or Matt. 24'1·2244.
··1/1'1

Pi"iO"i7":EssioNAi. IiEsuME '~wiTH no

COPlEB-oft•!let press. Specfat student
rate or $14.GO ($11.1i0fo r orlgfnnt onfy).

('all J!flr.-R11it for avpointml!nt-Mt. Pat-.

wrson.
t£n
DW, COLOR TV REPAIR l &!rviec call
$2.60. Studeht discount! 2ti8·41i8!J, 4/12
FLIGHT lNSTRUCTION~EssNA""i'60,
Dual $1G Per hr. Sulo $11 }ler hr. Chero·
kc1,1 140, Dual $18 per hr. Solo $18 per
hr. Call Jim, 842·9332,
4/lZ
UNM GRAD STUDENT doe5 tood tuni!•
ups for $G. Jneludcs tlmlnlt, carb ad·
Ju.1tment, fn!ltnllntion rtnd gauging' of
volntg, c.-ond<'ns!!r, nnd plugs. Oth!!r
work ilonu chl!t\P inclttd('.S installation of
shocks ($2 ench), wutl!rtJUIIIPI'I, and
other mundane C'hores that service l'ltatlonli rip. :vou oft t'or. Grant, Dox 417li,
Station A, 8710G.
ttn
.PASSPORT, lMMIGRATlON, 1DENTI·
FJCATlON photo. Fast, inexpensive,
plt'llslng. N~r UNM. Call 2tili-2444 or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
4/28

the largest of their ldnd in the
state.
Beaide studt.mts and faQulty, the
law library is \'!Sed by attorneys,
judges, law clerks and th~ general
public.
None claimed to have read the
entire library, so far as known.

UNM Press Release

"There i$ no reason for anyone
to endure exteme hunger in any
place jn the West, even in the
winter time," H. :0. Harrington
says ln ' 1Western Edible Wlld
Plants," reissued last month in a
paperback edition by the UNM
Press.
The book describes and
illustrates many of the edible
:plants in an area extending from
w~stern Nebraska and Kansa~ to
the Pacific coast. The plants
described, Professor Harrington
says, can furnish at least a survival
diet under the most austere
circumstances if the rules listed in
the book are followed.
The book has detailed
illustrations by Professor Y.
Mat&umura, tested methods of
preparing the plants as food, and a
chapter describing in detail several
of the region's more common
Every summer, the Canadian poisonous plants. The description
National Exhibition, the of poisonous fungi includes
continent's biggest annual fair, diagnostic characteristics which
draws some 3,000,000 visitors to can make the hobby of mushroom
gathering fairly safe.
Toronto.

HELD OVER 3rd & Final Week
Double Feature

Co-hit
1:15
3;3S
5:35
7:35
9:35

Student Rates

LOST & FOUND

LOST; Lady's black handbag, In SUB
Sunday Afternoon. Need driver's license
and prcscrintlon sllllsrJ.o.gs(!<J. Subst!lntlal
3/11
reward oftcrcd. Call 245·093ti.
FOUND: Set of keys on ring east of Yatoka Hall Con lawn). Claim at Rm. 20G
_J~rnnUsm.
4/14
FOUND: Set <lf lteys on l'inR' in Yale Park.
Claim nt Rm. 20G, Journalism.
4/14
on FOUNDAN ANIMAL? call
Animal Humane Association. 265·6523.

31

tral

6)

·~

100,000 Books in Law LiDrary

Taxpayers: Watch Out!

Counaellng and Information. Cail 27i~
5342, Mesa V!sb~ l056, Sun-Thurs., 6-12
7/2
'Fri. and Sat. 7-2.
AGORA-We have found many students
using AGORA. They talk about Problema
of all kinds; the most important and
least important you can think of. We
have disseminated information irom
drugs to degree ri!()Uirements. And <lC•
c:nslonally we have at:tually helpeq people through crl.t~es, Use \1'! if you need
us. 277·3013, NW corner Mestl Vista. tfn
IF .TNTERESTED in 11tu# ant\ T>rat:tice
of Duddhfllt :Philo3ophy• pi1or1e ~1i~·ZiiZv,
4/12
ASTROLOGICALLY SPEAKING, look to
the &tal'S to find your soul-mate, 2lJ5.
8379, 107 Cir:;~rd SE.
4/12

f.

here JJ

THE PROFESSIONAL
••
..
ADULT THEATRE
OF•••••• NEW MEXICO
~~
~ rscoR't·
..-.
.
.,.w
1·rn vAtD ··
1,AD1f.S ~:k -~
011r Sp<tdous Balcony Reserved For Couples Only.

THE ONLY GrANT
VIEWING 11\1 ALBUQUERQlJE.

ADMISSION

$300

MON. THRU SAT. 11 AM·11PM
SUNDAV 1 PM TO 11PM

BRING THIS AD FOR $100.DISCOUNT

it
J/Chc:unpagne
·
Party'1

5) ·FORSALE

:-..-.r-

·....·•.-. ....... .

EASY BOY RECLINE!l~. Sil!l or;, lJnltrd
Freight SaiC8~ 3!127 San Mateo NE.

4/24

1968 FlREBlRD conv. 400 cu. great aba'Jle
$1660 or l>C8t ofter. Call 266·2188. 4/1'1
68 VW CAMPER-New engiM, brakeJ,

tires. FM. Excelll!nt eondition. 242-4046.

4/17
YAl'riAliA D'I'-1. LU:c new. 282-5349. A/1'1
1UG4 DODGE. Halt t<ln 11anel truck,
318\h
.. g' 4...;;:t:cl. -4..C. e!!.!'!\"t.in«t nanclinst.
couc • $895.00, 299~0988 :Poll.- 4/17
LARGE BLACK BELGIUM SHEPHERD
.PUP&-6 weeks old. $10.00. 898-0GU.

LOBO

I

CLA§§HFIED·

A DVERT!§ING

Univer$iiy P.O. Box 20, UNM, AlbuqYerque, N. M. 87106

1/./l'l

!ill)~ itAMDLEn A:MlmiCAN ST.-\TION
WAGON, $250 ci!Sh firm. 266·2380. 4/17

:MULTIPLEX: receiver with Garratd
thanger, $79,96. United Ftelght Sales1
8927 San Mateo NE,
4/24
THE LEATHERBACK 'I'URTLl'il Ia tn Old
Town nt 109 Romero St. NW. We ~Jtlll
h!\V(l ottr 11andnls, bnJ;rs, pants, jackets,
Vl8ors, belt vouches nnd more.
4/11
1971 suicren Sewm~ Mn::hlnes, $4n,91;.
United 1-'relght Salt'!!, 31>27 Snn Mateo
NE.
4/24
19GG VOLKSWAGEN rebuilt cnsdne, new
tires, metn!Ue blue. Ken, 268·8773, 4/14
MALE PUPPIE8-Coiti;(a~rmnn Shl!pherd
mix. 277·2941i Crom 1:30 to 3:30, 898·33Gl
from ll :so to It: ao :&t-Th-F.
4/14
1!)49 l~onn halt-ton pickup, RunR, nc,
battery. $60, 11G% Columbia SE after 5,

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (thaVs 10 words 5 times)

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of odvettisement
ClASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

2. Lost & found
6. Employment

INSERT THE FOLLOWING

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

ADVERIISEMtNT _...._..__TIMES' STARTING---

4/14

BASIC H complete line orgnnte :Products.
I'lt!!lflc ct\11 243·4G04 ntternoons.
4/14
VW UtJG 1964. New \lnlnt. 6!!,000 1nt. $691l.
ll9f.l·G87G, 1113 Wt:~tct-field NE.
4/14
19M VW, lillw Paint, tlrl.'!l, battczy, chrome
tlms. $800. l!G5·46Go,
4/14
UICYCLZ: ThrcC~ n;H~cd wome.n'li f1,.hwihn.
Grcnt condition. $40, 21J8-2li30. · · 4/12
NEW & USED MUSlCAL lNSTRU~
MEN'l'S & RECORDS. Droth~s Mustc,
1831 Ccntrnl NW. 242·3745.
4/13
LOOMS Ued Oak, 3Gs & . 45s, by eltp!!rlen•
ced Joon1 bulldel'. Good buys. lJon. 255~
7~21.
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PlACED BY--....-----------..._

4/18

NEW MEXICO LOBO

.. '

